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How does a tree drink??
This experiment helps you understand the way in which trees and plants
get water from the ground.
Equipment:
7 x glasses or clear pots
4 x different food colours1
Kitchen roll
Water
Set up time: 10 minutes
Duration: overnight
Set up:
Lay out the 7 glasses in a row next to each other. Start at one end filling
the first glass up with water. You then miss the next glass and so fill the
third glass along. Miss the fourth and fill the fifth. Finally miss the sixth
and fill the final seventh glass.

You should end up with four glasses
with water in and three without.

Add a different food colour to each of
the glasses that contain water.
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The next step is to take six individual pieces
of kitchen towel and fold them in half along
their length. Repeat this again so you have a
narrow length. Now fold in half the along the
width so end up with this:

Once you have folded all six
pieces then place these into the
glasses to make bridges
between them.

You now need to be patient and leave the experiment alone, preferably
overnight for the best results.
The following morning you should find that magically the liquid from the
coloured water has moved to fill the empty glasses. This movement of
the water is known as ‘capillary action’ and is the way in which plants
and trees are able to draw water from the soil up through their roots and
around the plant.

The added benefit of this experiment is
you also get some cool rainbow colours
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on the kitchen paper and in the glasses.
Good luck and let us know how you get on by posting your pictures on
our Facebook or Twitter pages.
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